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Chapter 2
publiCation, authority, identity
Constructing the Film Journal
All serious film journals are necessarily minority publications, even those
that assume a decidedly political militancy, pretending to escape the elitist
reductions to which cultural publications almost always subscribe.
— Opening editOrial OF Hablemos de cine (nOvember 1969–February
1970)

Before the first issue was published, Isaac León Frías, Federico de Cárdenas, Carlos
Rodríguez Larraín, and Juan Bullitta put to paper the initial plans for Hablemos
de cine. According to a typed, unpublished document dated January 2, 1965, the
publication would comprise a one- to two-page editorial, written by the editor-inchief but discussed with the rest of the staff; two to six pages of “reflections” on
film, to be written by the “adviser”; one to two pages of news to be culled from
other magazines such as the Spanish Film Ideal; four to eight optional pages to be
filled with articles, interviews, and other material; two pages of advertising; and
four to ten pages of the reviews of current films shown in Lima. The two more
important sections were to be the reflection, which was used to discuss more
theoretical issues, and the reviews, to be divided among the staff with “the most
interesting film having two reviews, one by the person who most enjoyed it and
another by the one who least enjoyed it.”1
Surprisingly, this format can be seen through almost all of the seventy-seven
issues of the journal. Though the theory-oriented “reflection” fell away when De-
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siderio Blanco left the country briefly, and advertising did not often materialize
beyond small notices for the printing company and local bookstores that carried
the journal, the “news” section survived throughout the run under the title “Cine
de aquí y de allá” (Movies from here and there), as did the reviews under the
heading “Aquí opinamos” (Here we opine). The journal expanded in size as well,
maintaining an average of 68 pages and growing to 108 pages for what would be
its penultimate issue in 1983.
Much as some of the structural features were fine-tuned throughout its publication run, Hablemos de cine’s identity as a publication also became modified
over its twenty years. How does a journal in fact construct an identity? What
sort of film culture must exist to generate interest in writing about film in the
first place? What sort of borrowing must take place to establish authority early
in the publication run? These are not small questions: if we claim that Hablemos
de cine has a significant influence on how Peruvian cinema was articulated and
developed, then how the journal itself constructed and maintained its authority as
the primary voice of Peruvian film criticism in a general sense ties in directly with
its views on the specific issue of national cinema.
In establishing its original identity, the journal responded to two precedents:
first, reviews in local general publications to which the journal reacted against;
second, the European film journals to which they had the most access and which
they largely imitated. In many ways, the reaction against the first entity was maintained through the close, almost intimate connection established through cinephilic activity at screenings in Lima, which played a direct role in the criticism
that followed. While there was still an emphasis on national cinema this early
in the publication run (as I shall detail in the next chapter), the legitimization of
the film journal through European parameters and the subsequent acquisition of
European personnel parallel ideas concerning art criticism and reception within
contemporary Latin America. This dependence on European models changed
once the journal developed an autonomous identity in 1967.

local Cinephilia, the Cine-Club, and Film Writing
The close, almost intimate connection established through cinephilic activity at
screenings in Lima plays a direct role in the criticism that followed. The premise
of the film journal depends on the slippery concept of cinephilia, or the “love
of film.”2 Those involved with films — those who watch them, those who make
them — tend to align themselves within a unique cultural field where what is
shown on the screen (and what is said about what is shown on the screen) be-
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comes more than a form of entertainment. As a medium in and of itself, film tends
to be passive: the spectator willingly watches the images and sounds on the screen
before him without any participation in manipulating such images. The spectator cannot enter into direct dialogue with either the filmmaker or the film itself.
Cinema is thus at the core a solitary act, characterized purely by the reception of
individual viewers to a stimulus. Once the lights come up, however, the theater reveals many seats with other spectators, who have all had the same experience — or
have they? A film might enthrall one viewer, bore another, and offend a third.
The difference lies in the subjective nature of each viewer: no two viewers have
come into the theater with the same experiences, so each viewing experience is
unique. Because the actual movie-watching experience is communal — a theater
with many spectators — interactions can take place using the film just viewed as a
point of departure for discussion. Films thus inspire a search for discourse among
the viewers, serving the films up as textual objects to be discussed, citing anything
from the political influence of a film’s theme to questions of aesthetics to the gaudy
hairstyle of a particular actor. Whereas watching a film is a solitary experience,
the resulting discourse establishes a community.
In a film-journal article, the personal emotional investment of the author in
the reception of the film is evident, an individual pleasure (or displeasure, which
is the same thing) that he/she wishes to share with others, presumably to bring
them to his/her view. Metz identifies this feeling as a “love” where the critic aims
“to save as many films as possible; not qua copies, qua celluloid, but the social
memory of those films and hence a by no means unfavorable image of them.”3
The importance of an individual film as object is thus subverted by the impression
of the experience generated by that film; the film journal records the impression
of the film rather than the film itself.
Cinephilia, this desire for discourse concerning cinema, should be distinguished from scopophilia, particularly how the latter term has been used in the
work of Laura Mulvey.4 In her essay “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,”
Mulvey uses a Freudian analysis to read the relationship between the observer
and the cinematic apparatus, finding the pleasure derived from film as an unadulterated objectivizing gaze from a masculinized subject toward a feminized
screen. For her, “analyzing pleasure, beauty, destroys it. That is the intention of
this article.”5 If scopophilia as defined by Mulvey is a negative process, cinephilia
does not see the film apparatus as being so sinister — or, if it does, finds a positive
outlet for it. Beyond the obvious “love of film” implied by its name, cinephilia
has been more loosely defined, particularly by Paul Willemen, by anecdotal con-
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fluence: he reads cinephilia in the gathering of French critics in the 1950s and
1960s as “represented by the fact that they all saw one another in the front rows
of the cinema, grooving on their relationship to cinema which they then went
away and rationalized into different types of positions.”6 The actual cinematic
experience generates position-taking in relation to the shared event, be it positive
or negative: cinephilia is the “groove” established by those who experienced the
event. Unlike the private, voyeuristic nature of Mulvey’s scopophilia, where the
film “unwinds magically, indifferent to the audience,”7 cinephilia as sketched by
Willemen is necessarily social, stimulating interaction between similar enthusiasts
who have experienced the same “vibe” from having been spectators at the film.
The private, voyeuristic relationship with the screen, coded as dangerous and
menacing by Mulvey, becomes a public, social interaction that transcends the
scopophilia that might have inspired it. In essence, cinephilia creates a community
through the medium of the screen by providing a context for contact with another
filmgoer: “What you are reconsuming is the moment of revelation experienced in
an encounter between you and cinema, which may be different from the person
sitting next to you, in which case you have to dig him or her in the ribs with your
elbow to alert them to the fact that you’ve just had a cinephilic moment. This is
a mode of ordinary consumption containing a critical discourse which is quite
valid on its own terms and which is actually being relayed in more rationalised
film discourses.”8
Mulvey proposes that the cinematic apparatus maintains a pseudosolitary
relationship with the screen that cannot be broken during the actual viewing of a
filmic event. Cinephilia bypasses the screening event — and even the film itself — to
achieve a positive (read: not voyeuristic) postviewing relationship with the film
through interaction with other filmgoers. If, as Roland Barthes says, the photographic image confirms the dead, human interaction concerning the photograph
brings it back to some semblance of life.9 The scopophilic moment is too private,
too perverse: announcing the pleasure behind the moment allows the pleasure to
be diffused, effectively normalizing the perversity.10 Whereas other forms of
entertainment periodicals serve a promotional purpose, the film journal becomes
a meditation on an experience of viewing a particular film as much as (if not
more so than) a discourse on the actual film viewed. It is also a vehicle with
which to share the positive meditations on the cinematic experience with others.
Rather than promote the critic as being above the ordinary filmgoer, cinephilia
establishes the connection between these two spectators, mitigating the distance
between them.
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These functions of normalizing and forming community around the cinematic experience can, and have historically been applied to both the film journal
and organizations that formed with the express intent of venerating the cinema.11
Termed cine-clubs (see chapter 1) after their institution in Paris in the 1920s, these
societies developed their repertoires around particular types of movies, themes,
places of origin, or — particularly after the rise of the politique des auteurs (auteur
theory) — directors. David Bordwell has argued that the earliest cine-clubs formed
to canonize certain silent films as examples of “quality” cinematic representations
of an idealized narrative structure.12 Often accompanied by spirited discussions,
forums and/or other events that served to informally educate audiences about auteurs, national cinemas, or even genre classifications, the continuation of these societies remained key to further dissemination of cinephilia. Their presence gained
additional purpose as governing powers attempted to censor certain films for
public consumption. The cine-club’s status as a small, private, alternative space
for films outside the realm of mainstream distribution often allowed screenings
of films that might otherwise not be viewed. Sometimes this was in the name of
“art,” “aesthetics,” or “cultures,” though by the 1950s, many cine-clubs would
organize and feature movies with political or social orientations.
Many film journals — Hablemos de cine included — were active, collaborative
endeavors that built upon the encounters at the cine-clubs. These self-selected,
highly motivated viewing groups that discussed films following their screenings
served as testing grounds for cinematic writers eager to test their mettle, often
forming their positions through interaction with the cine-clubs. The cine-club
patrons also served as an ideal writing audience: if nothing else, they would share
the viewing experiences of the journal’s editors. The association between a film
publication’s genesis and a particular cine-club has historical precedent and international breadth. In France, the formation of various cine-clubs in the 1920s
led to the creation of a cinephilic culture that in turn produced the first version of Revue du cinéma in 1928.13 During World War II, L’Ecran Français was
originally a mouthpiece for an organization of clandestine filmmakers as part of
the Resistance in 1943.14 Antoine de Baecque’s exhaustive history of Cahiers du
cinéma lists several cine-clubs as significant to the journal’s formation in 1951,
including “Cine-club du Quartier-Latin,” the “Cercle Cinémane,” “Objectif 49”
(frequented by André Bazin and Alexandre Astruc), and especially Henri Langlois’s Cinémathèque and the subsequent screenings in the form of the “Cercle de
Cinéma.”15 Cine-clubs also contributed to the rise of the Spanish journals Film
Ideal and Nuestro Cine in 1956 and 1961, respectively.16
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The amorphous group of people who frequented the cine-clubs came together
to view and discuss films, and the journals that follow seem almost inevitably to
espouse the position of a very small group, or perhaps even of one person. For
the French, for example, the young Jean George Auriol who founded Revue du
cinéma in 1928 was seen as the driving force behind both versions of that journal,
as well as the later Cahiers du cinéma. With his emphasis on the objective nature
of the cinematic image as crucial, André Bazin was associated both with L’Ecran
Français as well as the early Cahiers. In Cuba, the founding of Cine cubano is
less seen as the brainchild of one person than of the ICAIC, a cultural division
affiliated with and commissioned by the Castro government. Even periodicals
that were not interested in “art cinema” per se have sometimes been ascribed to
a single person: for example, the Chilean Ecran was founded in 1930 by Roberto
Aldunate, who simply felt that Santiago should have a film magazine similar to
those found in Paris. By 1940, Ecran would be associated with María Novaro,
whose journalistic recounting replaced the previous editorship that had lacked a
central vision.17
Australian critic Noel King’s comments in a conversation with Paul Willemen aptly address the community-building roles and connections of cinematic
written discourse:

Maybe the cinephilic act of “reading” a film involves aligning the film’s
image-discourse with other more or less fanzine writings that attach to, or
can be attached to, the film. You don’t have to read Sight and Sound and Film
Comment on Eastwood’s Unforgiven but a cinephile probably would. And
perhaps it is that sort of combinatory act that goes some way to defining the
reproduction of the cinephile. One account of the history of cinephilia might
say that, in the 50s or whenever, cinephilia produces the institution of the
magazine/fanzine which in turn helps recruit future cinephiles.

Willemen counters this neatly: “Cinephilia has more to do with writing in magazines than with reading them,”18 a comment that I shall return to shortly. Earlier
in the essay, however, he states the usefulness of reading certain magazines as
“short-hand” for solidarity with certain ideologies:

I think film magazines created their following in areas of obscurely perceived
overlaps which were translated into the way we say: “I like that magazine
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and I hate that magazine.” Very loosely articulated, short-hand designations
were in play which were actually covering the complex processes in which
a multitude of possible pleasures were imbricated, of obscurely perceived
coincidences of relationships which you felt this magazine shared and that
magazine inflected in a way you were out of sympathy with.19
King and Willemen cannot identify precisely why readers would feel a certain
way about a film (or, significantly, any other topic of discussion), merely that they
generally agree with the editorial practices of this particular mouthpiece, even if
it is only expressing an opinion and trying to convince others to share his opinion
of a film.
Though cinephilia does not necessarily manifest itself exclusively in film journals, all film journals (even the writings despising the films being discussed) are
necessarily cinephilic. King’s comment that these journals seemed to “recruit future cinephiles” should therefore not be taken lightly. Once alignments are made
within groups of readers, those writing for the journal obtain power that can
influence the viewing experiences of similarly oriented cinephilic readers. A critic
can only gain respect when readers agree with his opinions, but their agreement
in turn gives him greater power over their ideas. This theoretical power translates
directly into economic and social power, as a critic’s opinions and relationships
with his/her readers can encourage or dissuade viewers concerning a certain film.
Both the film (in the form of box-office receipts) and the journal (in the form of
subscriptions and sales) can thus be directly affected by cinephilic criticism. If,
after all, a person likes a particular magazine Q, which did not care for motion
picture X, the reader might not go to see the film or might have to rethink his
alignment with either the movie (“Why did I like X, when the critics at Q did
not?”) and/or periodical (“If I liked X, what does that say about my entirely subjective affiliation with Q’s ideology?”).
In the case of the Peruvian critics at Hablemos de cine, there is an even larger
connection between cine-club activity and cinematic writing: the former directly
funded the latter. Over its run of seventy-seven issues, the journal never gained
significant revenue from advertising sources. It thus would have had to derive its
entire funding from subscriptions (of which there were few) or sales, neither of
which could be considered fiscally stable. With only five hundred copies printed
during the mimeographed stage (the first twenty issues) and two thousand copies during the rest of the run, the journal could not stay afloat financially on the
revenue from sales; the Cine-Club de la Católica, however, did enough business
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to keep the journal afloat. The editors of the journal also programmed the cineclub, thus also bringing their influence into cinematic exhibition. By aligning with
the cine-club, the journal retained its editorial independence for as long as the
cine-club remained financially viable. The lengthening delays between issues over
the last few years of publication correspond to the drastic reduction of cine-club
attendance in the 1980s.
This delineation also highlights the problematic characteristics of elitist cultural politics within Peru, particularly when considering modern art forms such
as the cinema. For example, Hablemos de cine accurately mirrored the patriarchal nature of Peruvian cinephilic culture. Though undoubtedly women attended
cine-club functions, not a single woman graced the masthead of Hablemos de
cine during its entire run. Only one article by a woman was ever even published: an introduction to the work of French director Eric Rohmer by Sonia
Goldenberg in issue 71 (April 1980), which may have been reprinted from another publication. When asked in 1998 why no women became staff members
of the journal, Isaac León Frías could not identify a precise reason, stating that
it was not intentional but that women tended not to come alone to film events
and therefore did not develop the same cinephilia as men did. This gender divide would extend from cinephilia and criticism to production as well: only one
female Peruvian director, Nora de Izcué, emerged during the twenty years of
publication at Hablemos de cine. That gender issues never surfaced as a topic of
an full-length article at the journal — especially considering the attention paid to
other dichotomies such as national versus foreign, rural versus urban — reflects
the patriarchal nature of cinematic culture in Peru and, to a large extent, Peruvian culture in general.20

early Spanish (and French) influence on Hablemos de cine
At the founding of the journal in the beginning of 1965, serious study of film was
still almost exclusively European: the major film festivals were still held there
(Cannes, Berlin, Venice, Moscow, and so forth), and the major critical publications were European. The model for a film periodical in the 1960s was the French
Cahiers du cinéma, not only because of its revolutionary methods of seriously
considering films, but because several of its writers were also significant filmmakers of the French New Wave; hence their contributions to cinematic culture were
both theoretical and practical. The cahieristas were young, brash, and innovative
young men, more contemporary and in agreement with the hablemistas than with
the older critics working throughout Latin America.
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The mark of the French journal is, of course, very apparent on the early issues of Hablemos de cine. Surprisingly, however, at the very beginning, the French
journal was not the primary influence on the Peruvians. The most significant European influence came instead from a pair of Spanish film journals, Film Ideal and
Nuestro Cine. As articulated by Iván Tubau in Crítica cinematográfica española,
these two periodicals differed significantly at their beginnings in the early 1960s.
The former followed Cahiers and with it, Bazinian notions of mise-en-scène and
the younger critics’ almost obsessive worship of the politiques des auteurs as defining the shape of film. Film Ideal embraced Hollywood filmmakers as much as
the French did. Nuestro Cine, however, followed more closely the Italian journal
Cinema Nuovo and the ideals of founder Guido Aristarco, who championed elements of an orthodox form of Marxism in the works of artistic European directors such as Visconti and Antonioni, flatly rejecting the classic Hollywood cinema
that Cahiers embraced.
Because Hablemos de cine mentor Desiderio Blanco was himself influenced
by the writings of Cahiers, his pupils gravitated toward Film Ideal (though a shift
within the Spanish cinephilic community in the mid-1960s made this genealogy
more complex). The document listing the initial plan for the Peruvian periodical
in fact specifically mentions the Spanish journal as being the primary source of information for the “News” section.21 In 1967, however, an interruption in the publication of Film Ideal caused the majority of its staff to join and eventually take
over Nuestro Cine.22 By the time Jesús Martínez León, originally a staff writer at
Film Ideal, was listed on the masthead as a contributor to the Peruvian journal,
he was writing for Nuestro Cine. All the later Spanish collaborators would come
from this magazine, which modeled itself entirely after Cahiers.23
The influence of Film Ideal (and indirectly of Cahiers du cinéma) on Hablemos
de cine was primarily evident in the fierce defense of mise-en-scène as the only
legitimate way to view and critique film, though how that term was ultimately envisioned is somewhat hazy. Traditionally defined as the way in which an image is
composed on the two-dimensional screen, mise-en-scène was also a primary force
behind Cahiers’ development of the politique des auteurs, privileging the director
as the primary agent in creating a film as a work of art. Particularly in the early
years, Hablemos de cine professed a strict adherence to judging mise-en-scène to
the detriment of any other contributing factor to film style. The first issue, for example, featured two scathing reviews of Basil Dearden’s Woman of Straw (1964),
a Sean Connery–Gina Lollabrigida thriller vehicle. In his summary, Federico de
Cárdenas is the only member who rates the film a 1, while the rest give it a 0.24
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Given that the rest of the review is so damning, it is questionable why he would
ever give it a 1:
The mise-en-scène of the Majorca exteriors is excellent, and the naturally
achieved atmosphere at [Ralph] Richardson’s Victorian mansion is also quite
good. But . . . the director’s lack of imagination is evident in the conventional
camera movements and the poorly executed, standard effects used to create
suspense (focusing on Richardson’s open eyes at least six times while trying
to create “suspense”). . . . Perhaps [the film’s failure] isn’t entirely Dearden’s
fault, but he is just as guilty of filming and commercializing a script whose
only value is in bringing together three actors (especially Connery) who are
sure to bring in big box office. Again, the exteriors and the sets save this film
from a “0.”25
This last line shows the tunnel vision of the four members: they attribute
some value to a film they clearly deplore solely on its the use of mise-en-scène.
However, no one at Hablemos de cine ever articulated what this term actually
meant for a reader who might not have been familiar with it. The editorial of the
premiere issue professed,
Our basic point of departure is our love for cinema whereby, in assessing
the films, we shall avoid the dichotomy between content and form, since we
believe that a film is fundamentally the act of expressing the vision of an
auteur’s world through the use of mise-en-scène. When said mise-en-scène
most assumes the vision of an auteur’s world, the film will be of higher quality. In this way, there is no reason to separate between content and form when
analyzing a film, as the film is the realization in images of a way of viewing
the world and mise-en-scène establishes the auteur in contact with the world.
Film analysis can only be done through mise-en-scène. This is what we shall
do at Hablemos de cine.26
This editorial tells the reader nothing about how mise-en-scène works, nor how
it should be evaluated. Admittedly, the concept is not the most concrete, but
even in two articles written as “Reflections” by Desiderio Blanco, it is more
talked around than defined. Citing the first volume of Bazin’s What Is Cinema? Blanco lists three “fundamental principles of mise-en-scène” in volume 10
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(July 1, 1965): that it is demonstrated phenomenologically, that the filmic image
only reveals its being as it is projected, and that aesthetic value is a function of
such an appearance. Whereas Bazin elaborated on his view of film criticism as
a combination of examining aspects such as montage and depth of focus, the
hablemistas never really define for their readers their specific strategies for viewing cinema.
The preceding passages also stress another problematic Cahierist notion:
the privileging of the auteur. Subsumed by the politiques des auteurs, the French
critics established clear, if underdeveloped, hierarchies based largely on personal
preference and adherence to the visual poetry of “pure cinema.” This perspective,
while popular abroad and especially in the United States, provoked a warning
from Bazin in Cahiers du Cinéma: “[The] strictest adherents of the politiques
de auteurs get the best of it in the end for, rightly or wrongly, they always see in
their favourite directors the manifestation of the same specific qualities. . . . I beg
to differ with those of my colleagues who are the most firmly convinced that the
politiques des auteurs is well founded, but this in no way compromises the general
policy of the magazine.”27 For the Peruvian critics, this emphasis on the auteur
meant that, in the context of Peruvian cinema, critics were looking desperately for
someone to fulfill their ideals. An “auteur,” for these critics, would legitimize their
national project. This issue will become crucial as they begin to laud Francisco
Lombardi in the late 1970s.
Establishing Hablemos de cine’s original theoretical position and identity as derived from other (particularly European) periodicals is unavoidable, albeit — given
the international influence of Cahiers du cinéma — predictable. By beginning this
way, however, the journal quickly gained an authoritative (if borrowed) voice
through which to talk about cinema, without a trial period of determining how to
write about the medium. The ideas stimulated by the French magazine provided
a foundation that the Peruvian journal would modify through the course of its
publication.
Given that in 1965, film writing from elsewhere in Latin America (much
like fiction) did not travel to Peru, Hablemos de cine had access to few other
alternatives besides these Spanish and French journals. This basis in a European
model can also be seen as a simple way to be accepted as a valid critical voice
within the local limeño cultural society. The fact that this brand of criticism was
derived from European sources would make it already acceptable to other cultural
critics in Lima. This concept of “validation through visibility,” where a mode of
expression is accepted primarily because it has already been accepted abroad,28
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would provide immediate validation within the larger local cultural community
the journal was simultaneously writing for and trying to enter.
In truth, Film Ideal should not be seen as a “father figure” influence on the
formation of Hablemos de cine, but rather as a sibling publication, as both publications experienced similar growing pains. Granted, both journals were run by
very young critics who were excited by the ideas originally postulated by Cahiers
du cinéma, but even though both Spain and Peru had developed lively cinephilic
societies, many films were not exhibited in those areas with enough frequency
or regularity for critics to develop their own theories or ideas about filmmakers
or even genres. In Spain, this scarcity was caused by the authoritarian nature of
Francisco Franco’s military regime, which lasted from 1939 to 1975. Although in
the 1960s filmmakers were allowed more freedom under the appointment of José
María García Escudero as general director of cinema in Spain, and films appeared
at film festivals that espoused artistic ideals instead of necessarily fascist ones, the
threat of film’s influence to work against fascist ideals in Franco’s regime caused
many American and Italian neorealist films to be either censored or banned outright.29 In 1965, Peru was not yet under such a repressive rule, nor was the censor
quite so active; there, the dearth of films reflected the physical distance of Lima
from other centers of film production abroad. Nonetheless, critic Iván Tubau’s
description of the Spanish situation in the early 1960s sounds very much like what
was also happening in Peru:
In effect, the young Spaniards were “cinephiles without films 5 cultured
without culture.” [Spanish critic José Luis] Guarner confessed that at the
cine-club Monterols, they postulated entire cinematic theories based on three
films by Rosselini and two by Renoir. There was a hunger for film and very
few films to feed off of. We at Nuestro Cine often wrote about films that were
not screened in Spain. The rigid Spanish censorship prevented the majority
of the films seen throughout Europe from being seen here. . . . This is particularly grave when we consider that the sixties was the era of the British Free
Cinema, the French New Wave, the Cinéma-Vérité, the Brazilian Cinema
Nôvo, the American Underground — all these movements were read about
instead of seen.30
Tubau finds this obsessive demand for material a step beyond cinephilia into what
he calls cinephagia, or “the devouring of films.” In this respect, much more so
than Cahiers du cinéma, Film Ideal and Nuestro Cine were excellent models for
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Hablemos de cine, which, because of its location in Peru, would also be forced to
write about films never screened locally in order to supplant its readers’ demands
for material. As Hablemos de cine established itself internationally, it solved this
problem by enlisting foreign correspondents.

becoming an international publication
The connection with the Spanish journals Film Ideal and Nuestro Cine became
explicit in Hablemos de cine 23 (March 1966) with the introduction of Spaniard
Jesús Martínez León as one of two new collaborators to the journal. Martínez
did not contribute a text written specifically for Hablemos de cine in this issue,
but rather an article and filmography of Hollywood director Henry Hathaway
that had been originally printed in Film Ideal. This was not the first time that
an article had been reprinted: a short excerpt from Film Ideal on Otto Preminger
had been published in issue 19 (December 15, 1965), and Peter Bogdanovich’s interview of Alfred Hitchcock had been reprinted from the British Cahierist journal
Movie in volume 22 (February 1966). Unlike the previous appearances, however,
Martínez’s name appears on the masthead as a collaborator to the journal. His
presence marked the beginning of a significant change in the journal’s scope, expanding the reach of the journal far beyond the Peruvian borders into Europe.
Quickly joining Martínez on the masthead were Chilean Mariano Silva in
volume 24 (April 1966) and fellow Film Ideal (and later Nuestro Cine) correspondents Augusto M. Torres in volume 26–27 (June–July 1966) and Vicente Molina
Foix in volume 33 (January–February 1967). The impact on the journal’s contents
was seen almost immediately. Hablemos de cine 25 (May 1966) contained a retrospective of contemporary Spanish cinema by Martínez as well as a firsthand view
of the 1966 Mar de la Plata festival in Argentina by Silva, the first international
festival covered within the journal’s pages. Volume 26–27 regaled Hablemos de
cine readers with portraits of even bigger festivals: Martínez detailed the eleventh edition of the Semana Internacional de Cine Religioso y de Valores Humanos (International Week of Religious and Human Rights Cinema) at Valladolid,
Spain, while Torres provided an exclusive look at the premier European festival
at Cannes. Volume 30–31 (September–October 1966) supplemented a retrospective of Czech cinema in Lima with an interview with directors Milos Forman and
Ivan Passer by Martínez and Torres, now both at Nuestro Cine. For nearly three
years, the foreign correspondents covered a variety of film festivals throughout
Europe and Latin America, and subsequent issues of Hablemos de cine featured
their significant contributions.
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There are clear reasons for these international additions to the Hablemos de
cine masthead. As young men independently financing a publication that was isolated completely from the film-producing centers of the world, the editors found
it impossible to travel to other parts of the world to cover film happenings that
other serious journals could. Despite the emergence in the early 1960s of significant film movements (such as the Brazilian Cinema Nôvo) and film festivals (such
as the growing Mar de la Plata festival in Argentina or the pre-1967 Viña del Mar
festivals in Chile) in Latin America, the Peruvian editors did not consider these
as important as the European activities and made little effort to include them in
their coverage. As cinephilic culture expanded in Peru, interest in foreign festivals
documented by Film Ideal and Nuestro Cine (both commercially available in
Lima) developed among the cine-club circles to which the journal was catering.
Martínez’s inclusion on the masthead began a significant internationalization of
both the scope and the staff of Hablemos de cine that would establish it as one
of the major film publications in Latin America. Though some other regional film
periodicals had affiliations with Hollywood,31 the Peruvian journal chose to focus
on the European art-house festival material that appealed to their peers in cineclubs. The decision to affiliate with the Spanish publications meant connecting
with the publication that most directly inspired Hablemos de cine to begin with
(not to mention the fact that the Peruvians did not need to translate any of their
articles). With correspondents at many different locations, a wide number of film
experiences were added to which Peruvian cinephiles would not otherwise have
been exposed. These events also led to interviews with international directors who
did not travel to Lima. An exclusive interview with Roger Corman conducted
in part by Augusto M. Torres and published in volume 37 (September–October
1967) was a major coup for the Peruvians, who in 1965 had written many enthusiastic reviews of the American independent director’s work.32
Hablemos de cine’s cultural cachet rose significantly with the addition of the
foreign correspondents: what could only have been seen as a local, specialized periodical now received international attention and scrutiny. Through their Spanish
correspondent Martínez León, the Peruvian journal acquired its most significant
international correspondent in volume 39 (January–February 1968) with French
critic (and later director) Bertrand Tavernier.33 His contributions can only be found
in four issues, but he is listed on the masthead as a significant correspondent for
nine issues, probably because his status as a French critic brought the highest credibility to the Peruvian journal by making that tangential connection to the country
that produced Cahiers du Cinéma.
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new identities, new looks
All the foreign correspondents disappeared from the masthead and from the journal with the publication of volume 50–51 (November 1969–February 1970). An
exchange of free advertising for plane tickets with Air France enabled Federico
de Cárdenas and Isaac León Frías to travel to Europe to cover several festivals
themselves, thereby eliminating the immediate need for the European correspondents.34 Volume 50–51, however, marked a shift in direction for the journal on
a number of levels: this is the same issue where they report on how events at the
Viña del Mar film festival of 1969 made them feel distanced from the current militant, political, and aesthetic trends evidenced in other Latin American national
cinemas.35
This new vision manifested itself physically in a marked format change. For
any periodical, a format switch through physical changes in layout can indicate a
major ideological shift. It is rare for a periodical to undergo such a radical format
shift without considerable forethought. Once a journal has achieved some reputation, changing its format will mean readers will have to adjust their personal methods of accessing and reading the material. Even if only the cover is altered, readers
will not easily recognize the periodical with which they are familiar — though this
may in turn attract other potential readers who had not noticed the periodical
previously. The motives for reformatting a periodical’s layout cannot be generalized, as they are often unique to the individual magazines being altered.
A study of layout variations and the stated motives behind such changes
of the French film journal Cahiers du cinéma (figs. 5 and 6) will show how a
periodical with similar goals and ideals to Hablemos de cine had very different
reasons for change. Despite its having been published since April 1951, Cahiers
du cinéma did not modify its format until September–October 1972 with issue
241. This change would be radically significant, not for what was added but for
what was missing: for the first time, the “magazine” ran a cover without a picture.
By the late 1960s, the journal’s contents concerned the development of a militantly Marxist politics as much as theory, criticism, or star/auteur power. Early in
1972, political drawings replaced cover photographs as a harbinger of the format
change. The physical appearance of volume 241 thus graphically represented the
journal’s austere ideological change: printed on heavy paper, the cover featured
a banner masthead featuring the title of the journal and a listing of the table of
contents in large print with nothing else. Clear and without frills, the plain, deliberately unspectacular cover set the serious tone of the contents inside and marked
a transformation from what the editors considered a popular “magazine” to a
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Figure 5: Cover of cahiers du cinéma 240 (July 1972). Copyright Cahiers du Cinéma.
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Figure 6: Cover of cahiers du cinéma 241 (September 1972). Copyright Cahiers du
Cinéma.
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more serious “journal,” challenging the passive, accepting readers of the former
to become the actively committed reader of the latter.36 Significantly, it is during
this period that Cahiers, with its many articles about class struggles and political manifestations through cinema, became highly interested in the New Latin
American Cinema, which had been ignored up until this point. Cahiers would
shift emphasis again in 1978 when it renewed its interest in American “spectacle”
films such as Jaws and Star Wars. This emphasis was made visible in their replacing the stark versions of the decade’s earlier covers with ones oriented around
photo stills. In November 1989 (425) in the “spirit of the fall of the Berlin wall,”
Cahiers du cinéma transitioned to a sleek, glossy, modern “magazine” style, with
articles displayed in a three-column layout, a modern font, and liberal use of boldface type for easy readability.
Hablemos de cine changed its layout twice during its twenty-year run. The
first occurred a few months after its founding in February 1965 (fig. 7). Originally
a cheaply produced mimeographed publication, the journal took a major step forward by turning into a printed publication with volume 21 (January 1966). Many
cinematic publications throughout Latin America (and worldwide during the
mid-1960s) started out in mimeographed form; most never published more than
a few issues before folding. Note that, as an independent publication, Hablemos
de cine did not depend on advertising to support the publication; instead, during
this period, sales at cine-club screenings and profits from running the Cine-Club
de la Católica kept the journal afloat. Though the number of pages decreased
between volume 20 and 21, the printed format actually allowed more room for
articles as the typeface was smaller than the large typewritten lettering used during the mimeographed period.
The transition marked a major commitment on the part of the editors to a
more expensive — and therefore riskier—format; it also confirmed, however, that
there were sufficient numbers of readers to cover such an enterprise. The format
change corresponds to a quadrupling of the printing run from five hundred to
two thousand copies.37 Ideologically, to be printed meant to become a true periodical, one whose appearance reflected that the content within should be taken
as seriously as that of other magazines. In addition to a more professional appearance, Hablemos de cine could now accompany the text with photographic
stills that were not only more aesthetically pleasing for readers, but also the ideal
accompaniment for a critical text about a visual medium. The two-dimensional
images on the screen, after all, are what separate film from the novel or the theater,
arguably the two artforms most closely related to narrative cinema. Though the
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Figure 7: Cover of Hablemos de cine 21 (January 1966). Courtesy of the Filmoteca puCp
Hablemos de cine archive.
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photographs could not possibly move on the pages of a magazine, stills allow the
reader a frozen moment to appreciate the filmic medium.38
The change in identity was cause for great excitement at the periodical. As
Hablemos de cine exulted in its editorial “Birth of a Journal”: “Maestro [D. W.]
Griffith would excuse the paraphrasing. Surely, if he could see this volume 21
of Hablemos de cine, he would be as happy as we are” (3). The same sentiment
was echoed in the first cover photograph: a publicity photo from Richard Lester’s
Beatles film Help! (1964), featuring the musical “fab four” smiling and walking
toward the camera. The connection with the four founding members of the journal was not lost on its readers.
Though there was some flexibility in terms of how big individual sections of
each issue would be, the journal consistently gave pride of place to certain sections, such as the reviews and the news areas. Rather than constricting the amount
of information disseminated, this hierarchy allowed other material to be spread
out over several issues, assuring that a future issue could still be published using
older material if there was relatively scant information at that time. The practice
was particularly evident once Hablemos de cine staff members started attending
international festivals themselves. The amount of information amassed during
each festival could not be published in a single issue without removing several
regular features or producing a prohibitively large issue. Interviews of major Latin
American film personalities (critics, filmmakers, producers, and festival organizers) were therefore often deferred to a later issue. Thus the information published in a particular issue might have been collected months earlier, at a festival
that had already been commented upon. That interviews collected at one festival
were divided over several issues can be ascertained by comparing who attended
a particular event with the resulting interviews published over the next few issues. Following the 1968 Mérida (Venezuela) festival, relative newcomer Antonio
González Norris, the only staff representative in attendance, produced the writeup of the festival in volume 43–44 (September–December 1968), an interview
with Mexican director Arturo Ripstein and Italian critic Guido Aristarco in volume 45 (January–February 1969), and a particularly intimate interview with Argentine director Fernando Solanas in volume 46 (March–April 1969). Similarly,
as the only member to attend an otherwise lackluster festival in Rio de Janeiro
in 1969, Federico de Cárdenas obtained a massive amount of information about
Cinema Nôvo, published between volumes 47 and 49 (May–October 1969).39
Interviews were also stockpiled whenever prominent Latin American cineastes
came to Lima, such as Mexican director Luis Alcoriza (vol. 37 [September–
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October 1967], 17–23) or Venezuelan festival organizer Carlos Rebolledo (vol. 42
[July–August 1968], 13–18), who visited before the important festival in Mérida
that would take place later that year.
The second format shift in 1970 (vol. 50–51) was written about with more
decorum in the journal’s opening editorial, though it expresses complete awareness about the implications of change: “We have adopted a new format, not without some resistance. A periodical is to a large extent characterized by its outside
presentation and it is somewhat painful to go through a metamorphosis. . . .
Beginning with this issue, you will notice a more agile and modern layout, without
the ‘smashing’ of texts in our previous format. But the [larger] size will permit a
more original, ‘relaxed’ layout of headlines, texts, and pictures” (7). This newer
layout allowed more freedom in terms of using columns and pictures for a more
dynamic look. The editorial fails to mention, however, the subtler ideological
shift that occurred within the journal’s content. As previously mentioned, for the
first thirty-three issues, until the journal covered the Viña del Mar film festival,
it operated under the Bazinian criticism first exposed to them through Nuestro
Cine (and by association through Cahiers du cinéma), emphasizing almost exclusively the importance of mise-en-scène. The Viña del Mar festival in 1967 shifted
their focus away from finding such qualities in Euro-American films to more immediate issues of production in Latin America. Volume 50–51 (fig. 8), however,
coincided with the summary of events at the Viña del Mar festival of 1969, which
caused the critical view of Latin American films by the Peruvian journal to become
slightly more reactionary, away from the militant aesthetics that had dominated
participants’ concerns at the festival. Although the standpoint of Hablemos de
cine mimicked the sentiments of some of the Chilean filmmakers who spoke out
against some of the proceedings at the festival, the position expressed within volume 50–51 concerning Latin American cinema was quite different from its earlier,
all-embracing position toward New Latin American cinema — and therefore from
other Latin American positions in general.40 Hence, the format change could also
be seen as an emblem of the journal’s independence concerning regional issues,
announcing the development of a unique identity.
During the 1970s, Hablemos de cine would go through one other major identity shift, though this one did not manifest itself by any outward physical change.
After two issues produced in an attempt to be a quarterly, the journal slowed to
an annual publication with volume 65, published in 1973. Though physically the
journal remained the same, two major changes were happening in the cinematic
culture of Lima. The first, of course, was the Film Law of 1972, which was passed
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Figure 8: Cover of Hablemos de cine 50–51 (november 1969–February 1970). Courtesy of
the Filmoteca puCp Hablemos de cine archive.
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late in the year and was first briefly reported on in volume 65. The journal regarded the law with disdain, an attitude exemplified in Isaac León’s article “Peruvian Cinema: Nothing Here Has Changed,” which only mentions in a postscript
at the end that several short films were going into production as the issue went
to press (6). The journal would eventually change its mind about the law — but
it was going through a number of changes itself at the time. The masthead for
volume 64, published in June 1972, featured nine members on the editorial board;
of these nine, only three — Blanco, de Cárdenas and newcomer Ricardo González
Vigil — carried over to volume 65 (1973). A number of longtime contributors,
including Pablo Guevara, Mariano Molina, and founders Juan Bullitta and Carlos Rodríguez Larraín, were replaced by four new, young contributors, two of
whom would have a considerable impact on the journal: Colombian author and
film critic Andrés Caicedo, who would found his own film journal in Cali, Ojo al
cine, based on the Hablemos model; and Ricardo Bedoya, who would much later
become the country’s only major film historian. Bedoya, Caicedo, and the other
two new editors (who only worked on volumes 65 and 66) were the beginning of
a new wave of film critics who themselves had been influenced by the hablemistas,
having received their formal introductions to film and film culture when the journal was already in place. Although the turnover rate for these newer editors was
somewhat high — fifteen new contributors joined the staff over the next twelve
years, most staying for an average of four issues — the publication itself came alive
with a new interest in film genres, auteurs, and even some theory. While seasoned
veterans like de Cárdenas and León traveled and acquired information on Latin
American films, the newer members brought revitalized energy to the reviews
of the films shown on the local screens. A section called “Studies” began with
volume 65 with an article by Ricardo González Vigil on French director François
Truffaut and a joint article on American director Peter Bogdanovich by González
Vigil and Caicedo. Former academic adviser Desiderio Blanco (who by this point
had left Universidad Católica) often collaborated with the younger members on
many of the articles in this section, which attempted grander cinematic reflections
with fresh perspectives on concepts of “genre” and “auteurs.”
Without a noticeable physical change, volume 65 marked the beginning of
what would be the final, gradual transformation of Hablemos de cine. There
would be increased interest in the possibilities of a Peruvian film industry brought
on by the results of the Film Law of 1972. The journal focused more on national product as both short and feature-length films found their way to Peruvian screens. This understanding of a national identity affected the coverage of
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Latin American cinema: as attention moved away from the militant politics of the
New Latin American Cinema in the early to mid-1970s, Hablemos de cine began
to look at other cinemas in the region by comparing them with what was happening at home. By the beginning of the 1980s, the journal had a much clearer picture
both of its personal aesthetic and of what Peruvian cinema in general should
look like.

